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SEMINAR SCENARIO #1 - ALCOHOL ISSUE 

Tom and Jenny Patron have been married for 15 years. The Patron's have 3 children, ages 6, 9 

and 12. The Patron's are separated, and exercise equal parenting time with the children. Jenny 

Patron has had issues abusing alcohol in the past, and with the parties divorce proceedings and 

separation, her alcohol use (abuse) has become more pronounced. Tom Patron's lawyer has 

petitioned the court for relief. He does not want the children left alone with Jenny Patron because 

ofhis fear of her drinking. Jenny denies having an alcohol problem, but her lawyer is willing to 

work with Tom's lawyer and the court to address Tom's concerns for the children. The attorneys 

and Judge are in chambers and the following issues are up for discussion: 

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION: 

• How do we monitor Jenny's drinking? 

• Soberlink - if so; for how long/how often?? 

• When Jenny is with the children only or 2417?? 

• Other options - Urine ETG testing 

• Ankle Bracelet 

• Do we limit driving when with the children?? 

• BAIIDS - Option for driving with the children?? 

• Who gets the results of Jenny's testing? 

• Suggested remedies if Jenny misses or fails a test 



SEMINAR SCENARIO #2 - PARENTING SCHEDULE 


Mr. And Mrs. Smith are living together and Mrs. Smith has recently filed her Petition for 

Dissolution. The parties have attended mediation without success. There are several issues for 

the Court to determine including Mr. Smith's Motion for Temporary Relief and Entry of a 

Temporary Parental AHocation Order. The parties have 2 children, ages 8 and 10. Both mom 

and dad are very good parents without any obvious issues. Both parents hold jobs in the city, his 

at a law firm and hers at an insurance company. Neither parent travels and both jobs are 

generally Monday through Friday 8:00 a.m. until 6:00 p.m. 

Mr. Smith is adamant that he wants a "50/50 schedule", and cannot be convinced otherwise. 

Mrs. Smith wants a "traditional schedule" of every other weekend, Friday after school until 

Sunday evening. She has been convinced to agree to a schedule which allows Mr. Smith to drop 

the kids off at school on Monday morning. There has already been a GAL appointed, and Mr. 

Smith wants an answer to this question "why shouldn't it be salsa?'?? Shockingly, Mrs. Smith 

also wants an answer to her question "why should it be 50/50?" 

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION: 

• 	 What should the temporary schedule be and what factors should the court rely 

upon/what other information is relevant to your determination 

• 	 What are options if the Court determines a 50150 schedule is appropriate; what 

type of schedule is best for the children 

• 	 The parents disagree on an appropriate number of missed days from school for 

travel - what is appropriate 

• 	 How important is the children's preference re: schedule 

• 	 Communication issues the parties disagree upon: 

• 	 Phone calls - How often 

• 	 when do the kids get their own celJ phone/internet/tracking 

• 	 Should the children be able to call the other parent and the parent call the 

children at all times 

• 	 Punishment (take the phone away) 

• 	 Dad's girlfriend stays over at times - is that a problem 



SEMINAR SCENARIO #3 - LIFE AFTER DIVORCE IS NOT AS SMOOTH AS THE 


PARTIES HAD HOPED FOR 

John and Sally were divorced three years ago and live in adjoining suburbs. They have three 


children currently ages 15, 10 and 8. The parties live in separate residences. John is remarried 


and Sally has not remarried. Sally and John's new wife Jennifer do not get along well/to the 


point of embarrassing the children when together and having had a shoving match at a sporting 


event. 


The parenting schedule provides for John to have the kids on alternating weekends, Thursday 


after school until Monday morning and then again on the Thursday betore Sally's weekend. 


TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION: 

Among the issues the parties have raised, and Post Decree cross motions address: 

• 	 Based upon the inability of Sally and Jennifer to be in the same room together, Sally is 

asking that Jennifer not be allowed at the children's activities (which are plentiful) so that 

Sally can be there. The activities include Soccer (outdoors) Basketball (indoors) and for 

the youngest child, Dance (observation through the glass window in the dance studio). 

John is at work sometimes and wants Jennifer to be able to go to these activities on his 

time and Sally's time to show their support. 

• 	 Parent Teacher conferences to attend. John wants to bring Jennifer. 

• 	 At some ofthe sporting events, a parent needs to be in the locker room with the kids to 

prepare for upcoming events (equipment issues). 

• 	 The kids have become convinced (at Sally's prodding???) to ask that Jennifer not come to 

the practices or activities with or without John. Actually, as we dig deeper, one of the 

kids hates Jennifer, but one of them really likes her and wants her to come. Jennifer took 

the 15 year old daughter to the doctor on John's time, and Sally blew a gasket. 

• 	 There is a school play or graduation and there are 6 tickets available. How do we allocate 

the tickets? 



SEMINAR SCENARIO #4 - WHO TO APPOINT 


The parties are in a very contentious divorce, are still living together, and the parties have filed 

cross petitions for the Appointment of a Child's Representative/GAL. The parties have 4 kids, 

ages 16, 14, 10 and 3 {oops). There are issues of estrangement and Mom is alleging Dad is 

speaking to the kids and that's why the older two (16 and 14) don't want to be with her. The 

kid's won't say if that's true. The younger children follow the older ones; told mom they don't 

want to be with dad, but are afraid to tell him. 

TOPICS FOR DISCUSSION: 

• 	 Who do we appoint? A GAL or a Child's Representative? 

• 	 Should the Court's Order have specific directives to the GALiChild's Representative? 

• 	 If it is a GAL, should the court request a written report or oral report or leave it up to the 

GAL 

• 	 lfit is a GAL who is appointed, how will the Court rule at trial regarding: 

• 	 Should the GAL be present for the testimony of all witnesses or can he/she be 

excluded upon motion 

• 	 Can the GAL ask questions/file pleadings 

• 	 If the parties want a copy of the GAL's file, what is the proper method: a 214 

request or a Subpoena? 

• 	 If the Court orders payment of fees to the GAL, and one party or the other fails to 

comply, how does the GAL enforce the Order and get paid 

1. 	 Can the GAL file a 506 Disclosure? 

11. 	 Can the GAL file a Motion to Compel or a Petition for Rule to Show 

Cause? 

lll. 	 [s there a difference in what the GAL can do pre-decree or post-decree, 

still acting or discharged 


